
Failure of Police Leadership in Pakistan 
 

Current literature on police studies reveals that much is attributed to the police leadership for success 

and failure of crime prevention strategies and police performance. This is not something new in the 

history and development of the police as an organization in the western world, where police chiefs took 

the initiative of introducing reforms, both structural and functional, in the wake of new challenges, new 

policies and new technologies. Police history is replete with examples of the committed and individual 

efforts of police chiefs in the UK and USA for transforming police into a responsible and viable service-

deliverer to the satisfaction of the consumer (the community). Police chiefs not only exhibited the 

requisite leadership at the time of change but also proved to be the most honest agents of change and the 

most respected knowledge workers within their respective departments. They strived hard to reconcile 

change with stability through visionary initiatives, individual honesty, collective responsibility, 

institutional accountability, transparent and fair procedures, merit-oriented policies and professional 

excellence. Police absorption of modern equipments and ideas was enormously increased through 

effective programmes of training and education in the police training schools, and by raising the 

technical and managerial skills of officers on job. This whole evolutionary processes have much to the 

extraordinary leadership qualities of the police chiefs in most of the developed countries.  

On the contrary, the police leadership in Pakistan has been a serious failure, especially in the first 

decade of the 21st Century. This was the most crucial decade for the police after the police reforms were 

introduced in 2002 and when the tragic events after 9/11 brought them a war much beyond their 

imagination and capacity. The greater the severity of the situation, the poorer was the quality of the 

police leadership at this period. Unlike the USA, UK, Turkey and any other country which faced the 

serious problems of terrorism or passed through the sensitive phase of new reforms in a rigid department 

like police, the Pakistani police leadership terribly failed to respond to any such situation which 

demanded sacrifice, knowledge, incorruptibility, procedural fairness, commitment, vision and acumen. 

Crime remained the same, rather got worsen after 2001. Police became the worst of targets for terrorist 

groups. Professionalism and specialization didn’t come true as envisioned in the new Police Order, 

2002, but the intra-departmental schisms became, more evident, more widened, and the command 

structure further crumbled. Corruption jumped by manifolds and the ills of all police ineffectiveness and 

incompetence were brazenly attributed to the ill-conceived reforms by a dictator (Gen. Musharraf) and 

unwarranted politicization of crime. Lack of political will and lack of resources are the two usual words 

on the tip of the tongues of senior police leadership for all failures and difficulties in the department. 

This is a very sad scenario of the police leadership crisis in Pakistan.  
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 Most of our young police officers are suffering from a conceptual ambivalence and skepticism, 

even at times, cynicism, about the statements, behaviour and policies of the top police leadership. They 

see that the police reforms of 2002 were mostly engineered, supported and drafted by many of the 

serving and retired police leadership, who have been arguing and campaigning for these reforms since 

decades. The only weakness was that these reforms were so fragile and easy to manipulate that they 

couldn’t sustain the little maneuvering of the political elites, and the pro-reforms police leadership 

started accusing the government for non-commitment and lack of will. The inherent and intrinsic 

weaknesses of the reforms, an indication of the shallow vision of the drafters and supporters, were never 

discussed. Much of the intellectual dishonesty of these police chiefs is still out of reach of critical 

assessment. Even the serving police chiefs, in all levels—the province, the range and the district—

spoiled, as much as possible, the provisions of the new police law and that too, mostly for grabbing 

more authority over his fellow officers, colleagues and civil administration, and for more resources from 

other wings. Some provincial police chiefs mutilated whatever beauty was there in the new police law, 

no less than for his personal greed and appeasement of the ruling elites in the last five years. The police 

leadership in Pakistan proved to be the worst of police creature in the world. Almost all of them got 

engaged in amassing wealth and authority, and most of them, remained busy in their personal and family 

businesses, looking after their lands and entrepreneurs, and getting their kids settled in the USA, Europe 

or Dubai, or at least seeking them a job in a multi-national company or some UN agency. On this front, 

the police leadership remained bewilderingly successful.  

The war on terror is being fought with that old, colonial mode of police training and education, 

with those conventional weapons and with that common excuses of inability of police to counter 

terrorism due to dictates of international politics, tribal jurisdiction, inaccessible militants in Pak-Afghan 

border and having no funds! Scapegoat-type sacrifices of the police are presented as something deterring 

the militants! No police leader could work for modernizing the police training institutions, changing the 

training curriculum, establishing forensic sciences laboratories, re-organizing and reviving the CIA and 

CID for intelligence-led policing, computerization of crime data, at least at CPO level, and carrying out 

research on crimes and deviance. All this doesn’t need much of resources from anyone, but only a true 

vision of an honest police leadership. The future writer and researcher will not spare the police 

leadership of the last decade for their incompetence, corruption and weak nerves at a time when the 

department looked towards them for support, vision, altruism, command, welfare, career-building 

opportunities and one word—Leadership!  
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Disregard of merit-oriented policies badly affected the police in terms of recruitment, selection 

and equal opportunities for the officers of all ranks and at all levels and assignments. This obviously, 

resulted in a kind of pessimism, cribbing, intra-department schisms, and at times, very visible and 

perceptible groups amongst the officers along the lines of the “well-connected” (professionals!) and the 

“disgruntled” (unbecoming!). Team-spirit suffered a serious blow in the last decade in a department like 

police, which is generally organized on certain peculiar principles of the webarien bureaucracy, that too 

more tough, more introvert, more structured. This ‘clique-culture’ gave way and provided justification 

for posting of junior buddies on senior assignments, who supposedly had not gained and exhibited 

enough maturity to be compatible with the given assignment. Political interference is blamed for this. 

But, never in the last decade, the police leadership took a stand and resisted this so called interference by 

the political elites. In the last century, one can easily find many examples whereby the police leadership, 

right from a district chief to a provincial boss, said ‘no’ to such unwarranted demands of politicians, and 

thus observed a certain degree of decency, command and prestige for the good name of the department. 

These examples of sacrifices, strength of character and commitment to resist detrimental alien intrusions 

were never followed or occasionally seen in the last decade. The police leadership seems to have lost an 

image of self-respect and a commendable display of consciousness to defend the career-oriented 

interests of their subordinate staff. Greed, malice, backbiting, leg-pulling, mud-slinging, jealousies and 

prejudices—all crept with a considerable amount in the police in Pakistan which has lost a sensible and 

altruistic leadership; a glory replaced with a shame!  

 

[Fasihuddin (PSP), President, Pakistan Society of Criminology] 
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